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I 
In the course of history 1'eseareh has always E'en-eel progress. deyelopment, 
and the improvement of liying eonditionf'. Its paee is wmetimes fa:3ter, at 
other times ;;;lower, but its importallee and ;;;ignificance is steadily increasing. 
Its significanee is clearly shown by the effect it has on the development of 
sciences, eeonomics and industry, as ,,-ell as, by its social effect modifying 
the 5tructure of society, and hy its effect on increasing national defences. 
In the last decades scientific research has undergone a powerful cleydopment. 
In our days the results of hasic scientific research are also progressing 
at an eyer increasing rate towards industry. For the de,-elopment of industry 
almost unlimited p05sihilities can be reached in the future hy atomic research, 
atomic energy. In the ra-w material supply of th.~ metallurgical industry will 
start a ne,\- development for the 50lution of the energy problem. In the engineer-
ing industry the research in the fidd of automation may hring a yital 
change. Thus, in the first place through industry, science is changing our life 
on an et:er increasing scale. It is evident that hy the changes in technical 
sciences, entirely new liring conditions and together with these new social 
forms will result ill the future. 
As scientific research all over the world needs enormOU5 economic means, 
it is of interest to answer the following qlH.'stion5 : 
a) Are the means which are utilized hased on sufficient economic con-
siderations? 
b) Is there a way to check the efficiency of the utili::wti01l of these means, 
similarlv to other utilization of such means? 
II 
At the discussion of a giyen prohlem, howeyer expedient it may seem, 
to cut short the mainly descriptive parts, at the inyestigation of the research 
work one must, howeyer, start with its organization and with the description 
of the fundamental aims of these organizations. Each of the different orgamza-
3* 
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tions also has its own economic significance, and thus from these consequences 
the further investigations can be drawn. 
The organization and to some extent the aim of research work is different 
in the capitalist countries and those having a socialist system. The largest 
scale research work can he found in the Soriet Union and in the United States 
and these are follo\H'd by some of the larger countries in Western Europe 8uch 
a8 Great Britain, France, We8t Germany. The organization in the Soviet Union 
and that in the United States show the research organizations of the large:-t 
socialist country and that of the largest capitalist country. "While in the lattcr 
country the competition of the individual industrial concerns for market 
and for higher profits havc a decisive influence, thus it is justificable to speak 
about the commercialization, to a certain extent of the research work as 
well, in the former the research organization, the aim of research, is set and 
planned, and. is centrally done under state control, keeping in vie"w as a whole 
the interest of the people's economy. From this fundamental difference the 
fact also follows that 'while in the United States also profitableness (lucra-
tiyeness) of a great part of the research work is judged hy individual concerns 
or by other consignors according to their o\,-n interest, in the Soviet Union 
the results of the research work is finally evaluated according to the interest 
of the socialist people's economy as a whole, and by the state control coopera-
ting with the higher scientific councils and organizations which are concerned. 
Beside uniyersity institutes and factory laboratories the research work 
in the Soviet Union is done bv research institutes which can be classified into 
two large groups: to the first belong the indiyidual scientific institutE'S, lead 
and controlled by the Academy of Science of the Soviet Union, to the other 
belong the industrial research institutes, under the control of the individual 
governmental departments concerned. 
Every year the Soviet Union's state budget spends en()rm~us funds on 
research of both the basic and applied sciences. These institutes utilize to the 
greatest ach-antage the extraordinary richness of its raw material, its large 
population, and its huge university and academy organization, which makes 
it possible to select good research workers. There partly acaclf·mic and partly 
big factory laboratories are modernly equipped, and also industrial research 
institutes, to solve all research problems of almost eyery important 
hranch of the basic, as well as of the applied sciences. Therefore, an 
enumeration of the individual institutes by name can be omitted here. "\Vell-
known scientists work at the head of the indiyidual research institutes or as 
the leaders of their scientific boards. In the control of the incliyiclual research 
institutes the government departments concerned, are also aided hy committees 
made up of scientists and the best leaders of the industry. If we take only that 
fact into account of the difference between the indiyidual aims, a numerical 
comparison between the funds spent on research work in the capitalist and in 
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the socialist states this in itself cannot give us a chmacteristic picture. E. g. 
in the Sovietunion funds can only be 8pent on research aims of public interest, 
and the efforts as a whole of the research worker8 are concentrated upon the 
interest of the people's conomy. In the capitalist states the research funds of 
the individual prirate concerns can be increased by an effort to fully exploit 
a market situation for some such reason as e. g. to defeat a competitor in thc 
market, or from the point of view of bU8iness propaganda. Such additional 
expenditures cannot be considered useful for the u;/zole national economy. 
Taking the possibility of such an "idle" expenditure, in ,-iew of national 
economy, even so a real picture cannot be obtained by a comparison between 
the individual capitalist states. The following few statistics given out in the 
USA and in some larger western European countries by the research orga-
nizations of the individual nations - may only "erye a8 a general infor-
mation for the estimation of the amount of expenditure, mainly for incli-
vidual research organizations such as state, private concern, association, etc. 
In the United States besides the national research institutes there are 
also a number of big private research institutes. The leaders of the privately 
owned industrial research institutes lay a great stress on their research activities 
producing positive industrial results in the shorte8t possible time, because without 
these the exi8tence of their institute are not firmly secured. The leader8 of the 
research works and those of the big industrial concerns are in close cooperation, 
as the future leaders of many big industrial concerns are often recruited from 
among the directors of the industrial research institutes. 
In 1930 fifteen per cent of the whole research expenditure amounting to 
appr. 166 million dollars was borne by the federal government. 
In 1941 appr. 800 million dollars in all were spent on research and industrial 
development work8. 
In 1950 appr. 70 000 scienti8ts and engineers were employed by the 
industrial research organizations. 
In 1952 about half of the appr. 3 milliard dollar8 8pent on re8earch was 
coyerecl by the government. '" 
National research and the development of industry, including the sUITey 
of re8earch plan8, in most cases are estimated and entrusted to two sorts of 
8pecial committees. One committee inyestigates the general aims of the researche8, 
the other carries ont the detailed analysis of the research plans. The first com-
mittee is composed of experts who have extensive practice in organizing lfOrk 
on this field of science. These experts often modify the research plans, reject 
other research targets, or take up some such subject which had been so far 
neglected. The members of the latter committee are mainly recruited from 
*L'organisation de la recherche appliquee en Europe, aux Etats-rnis et au Canada, Pari", 
1951. Yol. Ill. p. 11 and 25. 
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experts 111 some special branch of science who discuss each plan in detail and 
compare them from experiences obtained earlier in similar fields. 
In the priwte industry the raising of the funds necessary for reE'earch is 
done e:3sentially through profit, or from specially issued shares. Since 1946, 
66 percent of the funds newly invested in industrial research is obtained from 
profit and normal iSE'ue of shares, 32 percent from loans, and only two percent 
from the i:38Ue of preferential shares. 
In America there are a great number of independent, not state-Olcned research 
instiWtes in operation. Among these the following ones are the most notable: 
}Iel1on Institute for Industrial Research (founded in 1913): Battelle }Iemorial 
Institute (founded in 1929): the Stanford Research Institute in PaIo Alto 
(California) cooperating with the Stanford University: the American Research 
Foundation. etc.';' 
The greater part of the institutes was established from some foundation 
or was founch,d by a special company formed for this purpose. They arc the 
so-called non-profit institutes, which spend their revenue made In· 
research contracts or other orders - beEide:3 the sustenance of the institute -
on the development of their equipments and instnlment:", and on some basic 
research works, without order. 
There are aho a some independent so-called profit institutes which 
were essentially founded for the commercial application and exploitation 
of their research results. Such is the American Research and Development 
Corporation in Boston. This has .. 1-00 shareholders some lllliversities included. 
In Great Britain a strong state control is characteristic for many important 
fielcli: of research. E. g. research works carried out for national defence are 
entirely uncler state control. Howeyer, the state exercises a strong influence 
oyer the other research works as well. E. g. in the year 1950-51 the state 
spent appr. sixteen million pounds (45 700 000 S) on research work:" not affect-
ingnational defence. From this appr. 7500000 € (21400000 s) was u:::ed for 
heavy industry, and two million pounds for medical science and public health 
purposes. In the year 194·6 the independent research expenfliture of thp whole 
eountry amounted to appr. 30 million pounds (86 million dollar:::).* In the 
year 1956-57 the British government spent 66 million dollars on scientific 
research. From this 81.1m the industry received 32 million dollars, the agrieulture 
19 million dQilar8, medical science and public health 8 million dollars. (Chemical 
and Engineering ::\"ew::-, 31 Dec. 1956. p. 62-65.) The two most important 
state organs for the eon tr01 of indus trial research are the Ach"isory Council 
*It may he interesting to note that according to the estimation of au institute of this kind 
in the fiw ye;rs preceding 1954 each 1000 S resea'rch expenditure hrought a 15000 S profit for 
the ordering companies. :\" aturally. the accuracy of such estimations must be regarded with 
reserYations. 
*L'organisation de la recherche appli'luee en Europe. aux Etates-rnis et au Canada. 1""01. 
II. p. 185. ~ 
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for Scientific and Industrial Research, also the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (D. S. 1. R.). This latter institute concerns itself with the 
initiation and support of all industrial research works affecting the 'whole 
national economy, and also aids the uniyersity basic research, furthermore it 
occupies itself with the training of research workers. Connected to this authority 
belong many large :,tate-owned laboratories as e. g. National Physical Labora-
tory, Chemical Re;;earch Laboratory, Building Research Station, Food Investiga-
tion Organization, Geological Surycy, Hydraulics Research Organization, 
}Iechanical Engineering Research Organization, Radio Re8earch Organization, 
Road Research Laboratory, etc. 
In Great Britain in 1953 forty so-called "Research Associations" were 
in activity which 'were e;:tablished mainly on the initiative of privllte concern8. 
The ,,-hole annual expenditure of these exceeds 3,4 million pounds (9 700 000' S). '" 
From this sum the state suln;idy run to 1,25 million pounds (3 570 000 s). '" * 
Further significant, special-basic research work is done at the English 
117zit"ersities. About 140 years ago Britain had only two universitie8; one at 
Cambridge and the other at Oxford. At the present moment it has 18 uniyersities. 
In 1953 more than half of the total expenditure of the uniyersities was met 
bv the state. This research work is exclusively under the control of the autono-
- . 
mous uniyersities. In the year 1949-50 the normal expenditure of the univer-
sities and university imtitutes was appr. 22 million pounds (63 million dollars). 
About 64 percent of this sum ,,-as supplied by the state, from a subsidy passed 
by Parliament, and 4,6 percent was provided by the local communities. Besides 
thi:;;, the state additionally supplied appr. six millions pounds (17 200 000 S) 
for the purpose of single investments (as for new huildings). Since the war 
till the heginning of this year, from the total of 686 million dollars assigned 
for buildings, 450 million dollars were spent 011 buildings for university and 
research purposes. 
In Great Britain the state control of research is fairlv centralized. whereas 
. ' 
ill SU'eden it is rather decentralized. Five research councils, ten special state 
research lahoratories, four research institutes under state subsidy, six so-called 
state technical selTices, diyided among fiye different ministries, are functioning. 
They arc in no special coordination \\ith each other. 
The results of applied (industrial) scientific research are generally lagging 
behind those of ha;;:ic research, in spite of the fact e. g., in 1955 the Imperial 
Chemical Industry spent more than 26 million dollars for research purposes. 
Of the larger privately owned research institutes, which are so numerous 
in America. only a ..-ery few are to be found in Britain. ::\otable among these 
are the Fulmer Research Institute and the Soudes Place Research Institute. 
*W·hich is about seyen times as much as the ;'Um spent in 1939. 
**Vorganisation de la recherche applifJ:U,;e en Europe. aux: Etats-l-nis et an Canada, 
Paris, \"01. Il, p. 198 and 193. 
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The former has researches in the field of metallurgical and also in physical 
and chemical problems. 
The significant role that the Royal Academy in Britain plays must 
specially be mentioned, particularly in the development of basic research. 
:1'Iany famous research workers cooperated in the past as well as in the present 
in their research works ,\-ith the Academy. In their time Sir 'Villiam Bragg 
and Lord Ruthcrford carried out their researches also in cooperation with 
the research institutes of the Academy. 
In France research work is done by the following institutes: 
a) national research institutes and laboratories, 
b) factory research laboratories of large nationalized concerns, 
c) organs working under the authority of the }Iinistry of Education, 
in thc first place arc the unit'ersities, and the go,·ernment organ namcd Le Centre 
_vational de la Recherche Scientifique (C. N. R. S.) which plays a large role in the 
forwarding and control of re;;:earch work in France. Groups and subgroups 
composed of scientists for the cultivation and promotion of almost an the 
important branches of science. The normal annual estimate (budget de fonction-
nement) for this organization totalled e. g. in1951 three milliard Frs (8580000 S). 
In the same year 600 million Frs (1 720 000 S) were spent on equipments." 
On one hand this organization supports by a considerable sum thc research 
work of higher education and also employs a good number of research workers 
- among these many young men and scholars with stipends - on the other 
hand it also controls and sustains its own research institutes. Fifteen large 
laboratories an' controlled by this institute, the most known is the so-called 
Bellevue Laboratory which has also further twenty specialized sub-laboratories. 
d) The rescarch institutes of private concerns are of two kinds: 
1. The factory laboratories of private concerns of the big industry e. g. 
Le Ccntre Tcchnique de l'Aluminium (founded by the Societe de l'Aluminium 
Fran<;ais). The Societe Ney-pric, in Grenoble is such a Factory laboratory, which 
accepts research orders under research contracts from others - even from 
rival - concerns. 
2. Independent research institutes for individual branches of industry, 
maintained by a certain branch of industry or by a group of them. Such are 
e. g. Le Centre Technique de la Fonderie, l'Institut Fran<;ais du Petrole, l'Institut 
de Recherches Sideriques, l'Institut Textile de France. 
Some branches of industry founded research associations for the solution 
of common research problems for the whole branches of the industry concerned 
or for individual concerns within certain branch of industry. The organiza-
tions greatly differ in these associations. Their expenses are covered mostly 
*Vorganisation de la recherche appJiquee en Europe, am;: Etats-Unis et au Canada, Paris. 
Yol. n, p. 67. 
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from contributions of the members of the association, or from profits made 
by the association from their research results, and finallv from grants and 
subsidies. 
In Western Germany during the last year a total of appr. 300 million 
dollars was spent on non-military research purposes. About half of this sum 
was ~pent on industrial research aims. In the year 1954--55, the total ex-
penditure used for scientific research was increased by 2,3 million clollars, 
as compared to preceding years. The same year 158 million dollars were gained 
by public and private contributions, five per cent of which were donated by 
private per80ns, -! per cent by communities, 77,7 per cent by the fecleral govern-
ment, 13,3 per cent by the pro,-incial government8. Ba8ic re8earch is mainly 
done by the J{ax Planck Institute in Gottingen (founded in 1948) which ha8 
several large scientific research institutes in different part8 of the country. In 1953 
the annual estimate of the institute ,,-as 17800 000 D:\I (4240000 S). 
In contra8t to the :JIax Planck Institute, the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
:-chaft to which are connected some universities and the most important German 
scientific instit-l1tes, do not do research lcork themseh-es, but usually entrust 
individual scientist8, or scientific institutes to carry them out. It mostly works 
with state or communitv subventions. In 1953 its annual estimate was 11 
million DM (2 622 4-00 .3).~ On questions concerning individual research requests, 
the so-called, Fachausschuss-es make decisions. In 1953, 131 such Fachaus-
8chusses were in action. Every Fachausschus8 i8 comp08ed of two university 
professors. The Fachausschusses are elected by a college for four years dealing 
with all scientific research questions and composed of university professors. 
The Frallenhofer Gesellschaft in Bavaria mainly works on applied scientific 
research question:::. The members of the company pay its expenses but it alw 
gets support from the state. 
Also individual big industrial concerns spend great sums on research. 
\Ve bring as an example the Farbenfabrik Bayer (the former IG Farbenindustrie) 
which spent 62 million nM in 1955 on reEearch. (This sum is more than four 
per cent of the annual turnoyer.) The central laboratory in Leverkusen in 
which basic as well aE applied research work is done, cost 17,7 million DM. 
It is one of the mOEt modern research laboratories in Europe. * 
Pril'ate concerns haying no factory laboratories of their own form a EO-
called Forsch1l71gsgemeinschaft for the furthering of their common aimE. 
Thus, research organizations, both in the larger \Vestern European countrieE 
and in the United States show a greatly differing, inhomogeneous picture. Research 
is done by different organs and hy differently organized institutes. In the larger 
\VeEtern European countries and in the United States research is usually con-
"Chemical and Engineering ::\ewi', 31" Dec. 1956. p 62-63. 
" Chemical and Engineering ::\ ews, ::n,t Dec. 1956. p. 62-63. 
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trolled hy the goyernment of the state, and hy the different organizations or 
representatiyes of industrial concerns, The state undertakes researches ,,-hich 
are concerned with national defence, atomic energy and puhlic health. In general. 
the state finances the hasic researche:;; of greater importance, and also those 
scientific institutes where research workers are trained. 
The place of research lcork or the organization of the instilulp doing 
such work can hc classified as follows: 
1. L niYersity institute 
2. Factory lahoratory of an industrial concern 
3. Independent research institute 
The independent research institute may he 
a J state-owned 
b) in capitalist economic system: nOll-state-owned such as 
(() maintained hy some associations 
fi) priYate institute that make research contrats or acc('pt research 
orders. 
In accordance with the aim of the research, the aboye-mentioned institutes 
can be di\-ided into the following three large groups which. hO\\-eYer. are not 
clearly limited from each other: 
1. Basic research 
2. Applied research 
3. Industrial deyclopment work. 
According to the research organization, all three kinds of research works 
mav finally work with s('\-eral research teams (then it i::: called "team work" 
large indepcndent research organizations or a big factory laboratory) or may 
he the work of a usually smaller research group (e. g. uniYer:;ity institute) 
lead hy a research leader. 
In the following chapter the starting point of the discussion "will be of 
the relationship hetween baf'ic and applied researches. From the aboye dcsc-
ribed organization of the research work. facts ensue which are also important 
in their economic effect. 
III 
If \\-1' want to discuss - in this ca:"e only in general the que5tion of 
the lucratiYeness of applied research, it is eyident that we must start with a 
consideration ba8ed on a comparison of research expenditure and profit ex-
pressed in money ensuing from the result5 of thc re5earch. In this re5pect three 
f1lndamental q1lestio71s must be answered. 
1. Can such methods he found \\-hich can be ge71erali:;ed, and could giyf' 
real results, hy the use of which the expected lzccrati re71ess fro711 the applied research 
could he measured i71 adranee, and be estimated with approximate accuracy? 
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2. Is it possible, in the the COllrse of applied research lcork or more precisely 
during one of its phases, to estimate with approximate accuracy economic 
lllcratit'eness of the research lcork? 
3. Can he determined from the results of a research lcork which had already 
been done and brought profiL hOlc much of this profit is dlle to the result of the 
research u'orh (e. g. tlw profit gained hy new manufactures put on the market 
as the results of the re~earch, and how much is due to different market con-
ditions and economic fluctuations, that are independent of the research work 
done? 
Eyery serious applied research ,,-hieh is not simply cleyelopmellt work also 
contains more or less basic research elements. Before starting to answer the 
questions. which is our final aim, it should be inyestigated, whether lucra-
tiveness of basil' researeh abon:-mentionecl in poin ts 1 and 2 can be 
evaluated. 
It is a pro\-ecl fact that basic research as a lchole is profitable and econo-
mical. To proye thi::: it is enough to refer to two simple and well-known examples: 
one is the aer increasing, almost secular trend of the lucratiyeness of basic 
research. The other ii' in fact continually certified by practice that far tlw 
greater part of the results of basic research becomes, sooner or later. directly 
or indirectly. economically useful because it streams into the industry, con-
tributes to the deYelopment of indmtry. and to the increase of the latter'" 
being profitahle. In spite of hasic research as a whole being economical haSI'd 
on empirical perccptions. the economic results of an actually giren basic research 
work as mentione(l in points 1 and 2 - call by no means be determined. J u,:;t 
as at the time 'when Euclicle' s geometry was estahlished no one could haye mack 
conclusions as to the economic significance of the atomic energy based on the 
theory of space ClUyature and the theory of relatiyity. 
If, howeyer, the expected re:3ults from a giyen basic research work in 
general can only with great difficulties or not at all be mea;;:ured by economic-
mean;;:, it remains to be determined whether any considerations of general 
yaliditv can he found on which the lucratiYeness of the basic research could 
he increased. Three pril1ciple~ can be enumerated that quite arc well-known. 
although little followed in practice. 
a) The first and most important principle is that there is a close relationship 
hetween basic research and the area. df'llsity of population. national resources 
(c. g. richness or shortage of raw materials), and national income of the country 
concerned. The omi:::sion to draw the right conclu;;:ions from thii' relationship 
is a great mistake. eyen in economic respects. In other words a small and poor 
country cannot dispose either of such economic means or such a selection of 
research personnel, as a hig and rich country. Basic research, howeyer, parti-
cularly in some hranche" a:" nuclear phy"ics. etc .. need" a great amount of ex-
penditure and a great number of r<:5earch ,nlrkers. 
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The second and in its economic effect, also significant question is to bring 
about a proper proportion of necessary basic and applied sciences being culti-
vated, in the first place in th05e countries where the possibilities of basic 
research are very limited, owing to the limited resources of the country. This 
proportioning means that a country of limited resources - if following the 
right economic policy - will evidently endeavour to produce such goods of 
which a great quantity or a significant value produced can be put on the market, 
either at home or abroad. The 5ubsidy spent or to be spent on basic research, 
particularly the investment must logically be made use of in the interest of this 
aim, therefore it is to be "pent on basic research closely connected to the necessary 
applied research and not arbitrarily chosen subjects not related to it. * This 
statement does not apply to purel~' theoretical fields of research which need no 
expensive instruments and equipments such as e. g. some partE of mathematical 
research or some fields of theoretical physics, etc. 
c) Thirdly ow"ing to the continual reciprocal effect that naturc and man 
have on each other, man perceiYes, understands and so1-..."es the secrets of nature, 
and in doing this, he himself also creates many new things in nature. This 
work is, however, in the first place a creative work depending on the talent of 
man, and up to a certain point, it cannot be planned. timed and rallied in advance, 
and even its trend cannot always be exactly determined. * 
The right course as well from the economic side if' to suitable "credit" 
a research 5cientist. Under credit is understood that when giying research orders 
the decisiye factor should be in the first place the research "worker in person 
doing or leading it, and his aptitude for it jmtified by preYiously obtained 
results. (The results achieved by a scienti5t can be measured e. g. by the echo 
of his work from abroad.) The best results are [·ikely to be obtained from the best 
scientists whereas the epitaphs in the cemetery of the badly u:3ed or wasted 
large sums are canoed by bad s..:ientists u5ually. 
Coming now to the main subject of our disCllssion, i. e. to applied research, 
it usually originates either from a scientific discoyery, a new inyention or some 
development aim, and finally from a combination of all three. 
Answering to the first question put at the beginning of this chapter, it is 
mostly the short-range deyelopment works, the expected results of which can 
be estimated with approximate accuracy. This is so, because such works can 
usuallv be finished within 1 to 5 vears and their results can also be realized. 
" . 
The estimation of the lucrativeness of research works taking up longer time 
is rather inaccurate, if only, as we haye seen, on account of the uncertainty of 
judging the occasional supplementary hasic research. 
*A country may digress to a certain extent from this principle for the sake of de\"(~loping 
the culture of its basic science or for the sake of some of its great scientists. 
" E. g. Ziegler while doing research work in some enti'l-ely other field, succeeded to produce 
polietilen without preS5Ure which was achieved before only at a pressure of 1500 at. 
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As to the second question, the checking up of the profitableness of a long-
range research ,,-ork already in progress is likewise a difficult task, and 
its estimation is considered rather uncertain. In the laboratories of the Bell 
Telefon Company - as knO\nl - a great number of researchers worked 
on the solution of different applied research problems. At the same time re-
searchmen Bardeen and Bratain discovered the transistor effect during their 
measurements in the field of basic research. Owing to its significance, this dis-
coyery changed the trends and aims of all the applied research done up till then. 
The answer to the third question whether the result of applied researches 
of longer range can be measllred is like\\-ise unfavourable. The economic appraisal 
of the results of such researches is difficult for the follo\\-ing reasom : 
a) On account of the long duration of the research. Taking the known 
example of the electronic tube it appears that it was discovered about 50 
years ago, but from the time of its discoyery, until it;;; industrial production a 
time of appr. 25 years elapsed. 
b) Because the gain obtained by the results of research is due in many 
cases not only to the results of the research, but to the changing market conditions 
or economic fluctuations, and occasionally to :3ome particular behaviour of the 
competitors. 
c) Finally. it is difficult to even ascertain a negatil'e result because the 
amount of further material and mental sacrifice cannot be precisely established 
by means of which a research so far giving no results, could be turned into a 
successful one. In 1939 Kipping said that the industrial application of organic 
silicon compounds was hopeless, and yet ill 1943 the silicons already appeared 
in the market. 
As to the possihility of the economic evaluation of long-range applied 
research work - before itE' completion or industrial application - the opinions 
are also sceptical in the literature.* The indiyidual research institutes and con-
cerns haye different eyaluating and checking methods, in which they trust, 
hut these methods cannot come into consideration when looking for principles 
of general validity. (Unfortunately, the literature on this question was not 
completely accessible.) 
Fig. 1 "how5 the history of a period in the technology of steel production. 
It is eyident from the figure that when a new industrial process starts being 
developped (in this case the stirred iron marked "b"), the earlier process after 
having gone through its production peak begins to decline. (Charcoal pig iron 
marked" a".) It also appears from the Gauss' curve-shaped lines in the figure. 
that when a new industrial process starts on its way to success. the earlier 
process has a certain TUn-ollt time, during which a complete decline of this proce5s 
*.,Comitee d'organisation europeenne de cooperation economique" has this opinion. 
L'orgal1isation de la recherche appliquee ~n Europe, aux Etats-rnis et au Canada, Paris, 19.5·1. 
Y ol. I, p. 32. 
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has not vet set in. Thii' is a good example to pron> that eyen if it cannot he 
exactly deterIninecL whether a long-range research work brings forth economic 
results. according to the questions giYen under points L 2 and 3 in chapter 
HI, yet a big industrial concern neglecting re:::carch is left hehind in competition. 
Therefore, a big manufacturing concern must spend on research from the profit 
at its di"posal. or from some other means, a sum ,,-hich is proportiullal to its 
resources. and to the probability of succe:3S of the ;<uhje _ t under research. 
From the point of yiew, of bu:::ine",s establishmenti'. ho\\,eye1', it must he accepted 
Fig. 1. 11 Charcoal pig: iron. b Stirred iron. r :\Iild steel 
as a general prilleiple that the research is only a lfaY to the goal and not the 
goal itself. This fact also helps to determine what pereent of the profit or the 
total annual turnover should he spent in a year on research. In order that its 
eeonomic effect should also show itself in time, the aetual results of the researeh 
are to ensue, not later than within the run-out time mentioned ahove. 
IV 
As to the foregoing diseusl'ions as we have seen yield negative results, not 
more than a few economic and closely connected organizational principles can 
he summed up - for improving the economic efficiency as well of the long-
range applied research work. 
L Decisive are the arguments resulting from economic considerations and 
the economist - the originator of these arguments - must also he listened 
to when the question is: W-hat should he the suhject of research, considering 
the interest of the national economy as a whole? Because the right decision of 
this question depends, in the first place, on the adoption of a correct general 
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economic policy. \Vhen the indiyidual business establishment is ahout to decide 
the question of what should be the suhject of the research, the different economie 
considerations of the management must also haye a role, such as the amount 
of annual profit, the results of market-research at home and abroad. etc. A further 
question closely connected to the question of the research target is lrhat resource" 
are ayailable to attain the set aims. A reasonable distrihution of ayailahi,· 
resources among the fix(~d aims, is a task that also needs econonlic eOIlsideration~. 
Such an ecoIlomie consideration is e. g. that only so many rescareh targets 
should be fixed to the attainment of which the appropriate means are, to a 
necessary extent. l'ntirelv available. 
- -
The decision::: of the question of hOlc the re"earch should be carried oul. 
is in the first place a seientifie question_ although it also contains a number 
of purely economic tasks. This qu('stions can ]w d('yidecl into two parts: 
The first part is the settlement of genera! question8, mainly those COll-
cerning science organization, \\-hich is the task of the science organi:er. The 
,.econd part is the deci;;ion on question,. of d2taiL which mainly belong to the 
scientific research lcorker. The organizer and the research worker are. as is well-
known, two diffcrent types of men. (The research worker doe;:; not need to 
haye organizing ability, but the science organizer mmt also be a scientific 
researcher who is inclincd to leuye hi8 laboratory - the seat of his limited 
work to obtain wider horizons.) 
\Vhen deciding the question of how to carry out the re8earch only the 
good coordination of the t\\-O task8 can bring good economic results both at 
the setting of the aims, at their attainment and in the course of clu'cking." 
First of all, for the sake of a successful re:;earch the science organizer. 
if he i& at the 8ame time a research leader, must solve the fundamental C011-
tradictions of research lrark. This contradiction is due to the fact that discoyery, 
inYention, the finding of new procei3i3es and methods, are usually a question 
of indiyidual inclination and working method. On the other hand the elaboration 
of details of most of such results, their application in technical practiee is the 
result of a strenuous work precisely organized and ready to comply with thc 
nstructions of this organization. 
"Sometimes the role of the science organizer_ sometimes that of the research worker 
is assumed by that dangerous type that caJ~· he called science administrator. They are also 
economicallY. really harmful to the research. becanse they work with the lowest efficiency 
and usually -do 1110r~ harm than good. J. P. Banlin. the vice-president of the Academy of Scienc~ 
of the Sovietunion characterizes such science administrators as follows: .,There are such research 
workes who have no merit whatever in the field of science. and that hy ohtaining certain ad-
ministrative posts they try to secure a scientific position fo~ themseh'es: It someti~les happens 
that workers of this sort are at the same time leaders at university department. heads of a 
section at a scientific institute. or a memher of an examination hoard, a member of the editorial 
staff of a periodical. As the amount of titles in itself cannot suhstitute qualifications. therefore 
in scientific disputes with antagonists he takes administrative measures instead of using scientific 
arguments." (Academy Bulletin of Hungary 1951: Against the over-administration of science 
for the creative-minded scientific work. p_ 3-±l-345.) 
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Military tactic;;: and strategy are taught from books and eyen generab 
were taught in this way. :'\eyertheles8. generals are not judged hy their hooks 
knowledge, hut by the lray they make me of their knowledge in a giren case, 
by mustering their indiyidual talents and aptitude. Thus. the researeh leader 
should give opportunity to research worker8 cooperating with him to follow 
in SOllle given ('a~es their inclinations, and make use of their indiyiclual aptitude 
even, if this inyolyes certain ri;;:ks not estimated heforehand or expenses never 
to he recovered. But he must he ahle to counter eyery lack of di;;:cipline thu;;: 
masked, as the wasting of time is incompatible with serious research 
work. 
2. In order to increase the lucrati,-eness of research, the most important 
task of the science organizer or the research leader is to regularly check the costs 
and results of research. In the course of checking the cost:", the lray of checking 
the expenditure utilization, ha;;: a special importance. Beside;;: reeeiying allnecessi-
tics to complete his work successfully the researcher must also get accustomed 
to a strong financial discipline. This can he done in the indiyiclual phases of the 
re8earch plan. hy comparing the results obtained by means already used and 
with those still necessary in the future. In other words it i;;: nece;;:sary to evaluate 
. . 
every important phase of the researcher's leork. The indiyidual phases of the 
eyaluation may be e. g. as follows: 
a) A prel'iolls checking of the expenditure laid out for the laboratory 
research plan. (This i" necessary only when planning expensiye researches on large 
;;:cale.) 
b) An interim checking of the results: a balancing of the costs ::uready 
spent, and those ;;:till necessary and their comparison with further result plans. 
In the cour;;:e of inyestigating the partial results, it is afh-isable to have, as 
;;:oon as possible, a forecast made from the means which are l1eces;;:ary until 
completion, from the economic yalue of the final results, furthermore from 
the time likely to he nece;;:;;:ary until completion. 
c) A detailed preliminary inye;;:tigation of the costs and expected results 
of the proposal for pilot-plant producticn. 
d) Based on the data of successful pilot-plant production a prerious 
assesment of costs and expected economic result;;: of the i1!dustrial reali-
zation. 
A not cumbersome and hindering, but reasonable maintenance of pecuniary 
discipline, usually has a fayourable effect on the research worker;;:. Not all of 
the several good ideas are feasible in practice. as they lllay happen to be un-
economical. On the other hand the researcher upholds hi;;: idea and is often 
childishly blind to its defects, and thus he is reluctant to acquiesce it to its 
fate i. e. if its practical realization is not economical. A later idea of the same 
research worker can sometimes to be worth gold, therefore he should not be 
discouraged in his researches. The checking of the indi,-iclual phases of research 
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work is already known in practice and it:;; significance concernlllg the present 
investigation is as foHo"ws : 
This necessary checking should be carried out in rielC of its educational 
effect on the individual, particularly on young research workers. In the course 
of these checking conversations the researchers 'who often do not know practical 
life well enough, should learn the relation,.hip of idea and practice hy the well-
meaning explanation by those hest qualified for this. They should be convinced 
of this hy themseh'es, and should not lose their creati,'e :;;pirits, and endeavour 
in the future to harmonize theory and practice, idea and its realization. technical 
perfection and lucrativenesE. 
For measuring efficiency of the research, good leading principles are 
gi\'en hy the German patent law. especially in its determining the idea of nOl'eltv 
and step like det'plopment. 
3. When examining the place and method of research work. and the signifi-
cance of its organization the following can he stated: 
a) The basis, and at the same time the starting poillt of scientific research 
are the ulli1:ersities and university in:3titute:3. This i:3 so because the fate of the 
future replacement of research workers of hoth the independent research institutes 
and the hig factory laboratories, are decided upon from year to year. in the 
first place, mainly at the universities. This i:;; also the reason why these institutions 
have a key position for developing research work in the whole country. The 
economic utilization of the uniyersity research work" is good because all the 
huildings, equipments and personnel are u:;;ed for the double purpose of teach-
ing and research. It is because the selection of the re:::earch workerE can be 
made out of a great number of enthuEiastic and still cOlllparatin·ly cheap 
workers. Finally, because the universities through the cooperation of their 
different departments afford an unparalleled possibilitiy for a good and C0111-
paratiwly cheap coordination of the most different ha"ic and applied researches. 
This good coordination is secured by the profeEsors themseh'es. each of whom 
leads a smaller individual research team and also worb in the field of both 
teaehing and research. Very often it is much cheaper to locally expand the 
above-mentioned cooperating university inEtitutes, to repair and complete 
their equipments or to increase to a certain extent their personnel in the interest 
of Eome important research ,·.-orks. than to have one or more independent 
institutes built for this purpose. Those arguments are not quite valid, brought 
against the more economieal utilization described above that, in the interest 
of research suceess, it is nece"Eary to be free of every other work at an institute 
used solely for this purpose. Becau"e when necessary this seclusion can be 
carried out also at the universitie". partly by employing personnel solely 
occupied with research, partly by establishing a few large institutes closely 
cooperating with the universitieE and located in their proximity. (There are, 
4 Periotiicu Polytt.·dmil'il ~I 1,2. 
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naturally, such research works for which big independent research institutes 
are really necessary. These will later be dealt ,\ith.) 
b) If the universities mentioned as having the key position of applied 
research, in order to obtain good economic results, the factory laboratories of 
the big industrial concerns can also bring forth an ideal cooperation where theory 
and practice, the aims of scientific research and the interest of management, 
are of equal value. (To avoid any possible misunderstanding under the term 
factory laboratory, not a laboratory of some section of the works are understood, 
but the central research laboratory of the whole concern.) The factory laboratory 
may select its research personnel according to the importance attached to the 
solution of one or two of its different problems. Accordingly, it may to some 
extent to employ practiced research workers in basic or applied research, or 
those who have practice in industrial development. Cooperation can be simple 
and usually yery profitable between a management knowing well the aims, 
endeavours, economic results, as well as the possibilities of the concern, and 
between the leader of the research laboratory and his co-workers who are aware 
of the state, outlooks and possibilities of the research. To these circumstances 
can be mainly attributed, usually, the excellent economic results of the big 
factory laboratories. 
c) An independent industrial research laboratory is necessary when: 
some larger-scale research work of concerns having no separate factory 
laboratories is in question, 
. if the nature of the research requires the cooperation of big:: ;ientific teams 
with the employment of such expensive and special equipments, tlHc ;;:ptting up 
of whieh is not expedient at university institutes or factory laboratories. 
To these belong some basic research works usually done by state orders, 
mving to their extraordinary expensivenes;;:, works of public interest, for national 
defence and public health, furthermore some researchcs of great importance 
possibly concerning whole branches of industry, or necessary for the establish-
ment of some new branches of industry. For these purposes either a separate 
institution is established, or a so-called research contract is made, or a research 
order is gIven to one or more already existing appropriate research 
institutes. 
In the work of an independent research institute the planned control 
(by state or other controlling organs) and the checking of results may 
also help to obtain maximum economic results. The individual research 
aims properly used in the research plan or order, should in the first place be 
checked by the consignor (business establishment) concerned. In the course of 
this checking, in order to carefully coordinate the aims and possibilities, 
a close and permanent cooperation is also necessary between the consignors 
and those doing the research It"ork. In the course of its work the rese-arch 
institute not only accepts orders (e. g. through research contracts or other 
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research agreements made)* but knowing the alms of its consignors or the 
possibilities and needs of its field of research, may themselves make some 
proposals toward the consignors who having accepted these proposals, may 
carry them out. Thus the independent research institute becomes the thinking 
central brain of its research field and its consignors, which not only gives answers 
to the question put to them, but a1;;:o takes up proposals where possible 
and necessary. Therefore. the independent research institute performs each of 
its tasks in the best possible way, if it does not lay stress upon its independence 
but upon its readiness for a permanent cooperation with its consignors. In view 
of a given order it should act like the factory laboratory of the consignor, in order 
to obtain a better coordination of research and the economic questions. 
The economic efficiency of the work of the independent private research 
institute can be mea:;::nred by thp artual reslllts of the performed research cont-
racts and other research orders. 
Without claiming sufficient actual results a private research institute 
cannot exist unless it ean cover its expenses by profits made through its results. 
The cheeking of the actual results of a state research institute is a much 
more complicated task. This question will be separately dealt with at a later date. 
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